Expression of the ED3 antigen on rat macrophages in relation to experimental autoimmune diseases.
Susceptibility to experimental autoimmune diseases (EAD) is rat strain dependent. Susceptible animals are reported to have a defective glucocorticoid response. Although many EAD are regarded as preferentially T cell-mediated, macrophages (M phi) play an important role in several different stages of these diseases. In this study we have investigated the possible effect of the disturbed hypothalamic-pituitary (HPA) axis on M phi phenotype. Therefore we studied M phi differentiation in several different rat strains, especially with regard to the M phi specific differentiation antigen as recognized by monoclonal antibody (mAb) ED3. This mAb is, in normal healthy rats, reactive with very restricted M phi subpopulations present in the lymphoid organs only. However, in autoimmune diseased tissues many of the infiltrated M phi are also ED3-positive. It appeared that M phi, in vitro derived from monocytes out of susceptible rat strains, showed a high ED3 expression in contrast to monocyte-derived M phi out of resistant rat strains. This difference in ED3 expression appeared to be T cell-mediated. Our results are suggestive for the fact that the impaired HPA-axis in EAD susceptible rat strains affects M phi differentiation. The relevance of the observed differences with respect to disease induction, maintenance, or suppression is discussed and obviously needs further investigation.